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Comparison of Results from the MCNP Criticality Validation Suite
Using The MCNP Criticality Validation Suite is a collection of 31 benchmarks taken from the International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Benchmark Experiments . It includes cases with a variety of fuels, moderators, reflectors, spectra, and geometries . Specifically, it contains six cases with U-233 fuel, eight cases with highly enriched uranium (HEU), six cases with intermediate-enriched uranium (IEU), two cases with low-enriched uranium (LEU), and nine cases with plutonium . Except for LEU (which can reach criticality only with a thermal spectrum), there are cases with fast, intermediate, and thermal spectra for each of these fuels . The fast cases include bare spheres, cores with heavy reflectors, cores with light reflectors, and lattices . The thermal cases include lattices of fuel pins and solutions for each of the five types of fuel . The cases with intermediate spectra are less uniform, due to the limited number of experiments with such spectra .
Three sets of MCNPS calculations were performed for the MCNP Criticality Validation Suite . The first set employed nuclear data derived from ENDF/B-V, while the second set employed nuclear data from ENDF/B-VI Release 8, the final release for ENDF/B-VI . The third set employed preliminary ENDFB-VII data generated by group T-16 at Los Alamos National Laboratory for the uranium isotopes and for plutonium-239 along with new sets of resonance parameters for 235U and 238U generated by researchers at Oak Ridge National Laboratory .
The preliminary ENDFB-VII data produce marked improvement in keff for bare spheres of 233U , HEU, and plutonium (Jezebel) . Furthermore, the reactivity swings between those cases and corresponding cases that enclose the sphere inside an annulus of normal uranium are substantially decreased . They also significantly improve k, ff for a cylinder of IEU reflected by normal uranium, for HEU and plutonium spheres immersed in water, and for a lattice of LEU fuel pins in water .
At the same time, they produce worse results than ENDF/B-VI for thermal lattices of 233U and HEU pins, for an IEU sphere reflected by graphite, and for a plutonium sphere reflected by thorium. Furthermore, ke ff for uranium cases with intermediate spectra remain substantially underpredicted, while keff for a plutonium case with an intermediate spectrum continues to be significantly overpredicted .
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